Purpose The UNEP-SETAC Life Cycle Initiative has recently developed a guideline framework for land use impact assessment. This article evaluates the feasibility and highlights the challenges of applying a set of methods that adhere to this framework, and identifies the strengths and weaknesses of the indicators used in these methods, for the purpose of supporting further methodological development. Methods The methods were tested in two case studies of animal protein production in Sweden: dairy milk and pork. The reference situations were defined as the potential natural vegetation. County-level characterization factors (CFs) were calculated and occupation impacts were assessed for five ecosystem services, using six ecosystem service indicators: carbon flow change, groundwater recharge, mechanical filtration capacity, physicochemical filtration capacity, soil loss, and soil organic carbon, at two geographic scales: county and biome. Strengths and weaknesses of the ecosystem service indicators were identified using an evaluation framework for selected quality characteristics: representativeness, reliability, feasibility, and transparency. Results and discussion Occupation impacts at the two geographic scales, and for the two production cases, differ both in absolute numbers, and-for mechanical and physicochemical filtration capacity-in the ranking of cases. Results at both geographic scales indicate positive effects-or lower negative impacts-in protein production from dairy milk compared to pork, due to grass production on dairy farms, and lower use of land per unit protein. However, some of the observed benefits may be exaggerated due to challenges in adequately representing the reference situations. Most indicators were assigned medium or high degrees of representativeness, feasibility, and transparency, but several were assigned low degrees of reliability, due to the weak scientific basis upon which they were selected, low degrees of accuracy, and insufficient information on how they should be assessed. Conclusions Occupation impact results should be interpreted with caution due to challenges in applying the methods and use of indicators with identified weaknesses. The most challenging part of developing regionalized CFs was finding suitable land areas from which to derive representative data to parameterize the reference situations. More research is needed to provide adequate support to life cycle assessment practitioners who wish to calculate regionalized CFs and to address the identified weaknesses.
and widespread over the past three centuries that a new geological epoch has been suggested to represent the magnitude of these changes: the Anthropocene (Crutzen 2002) . A majority of ecosystem services are currently being degraded or used unsustainably, and human land use has been identified as a major cause (MEA 2005) .
Despite this, land use impacts on ecosystem services are often not included in life cycle assessment (LCA) studies of land-based products. Until recently, land use in agricultural LCAs was often only assessed at the inventory stage, i.e., in the form Barea × time^ (Milà i Canals et al. 2007) . Such simple indicators have been judged Bgood initial proxies^of land use impacts in some studies ) but inadequate in others (Helin et al. 2014) .
The United Nations Environment Programme-Society for Environmental Toxicology and Chemistry (UNEP-SETAC) Life Cycle Initiative has developed a guideline for land use impact assessment, which provides general principles aimed at supporting comprehensive and consistent assessments of impacts on biodiversity and ecosystem services due to land transformation (also called land use change) and occupation (also called land use) . The guideline extends previous work within the Life Cycle Initiative (Milà i Canals et al. 2007 ) and provides globally applicable, ready-to-use characterization factors (CFs) for land use impacts on biodiversity and selected ecosystem services, at the biome level. One key feature of the methodology is the use of a reference situation, i.e., a baseline to which the quality of ecosystem services in the assessed land use situation is compared.
Within the EU, the European Commission is currently developing a Product Environmental Footprint (PEF) method for products and services. Within this work, available life cycle impact assessment methods for various impact categories (currently 15) are being evaluated. The impact assessment method for land use has been identified as inadequate and unsatisfactory, although it should be noted that this finding refers to the work by Milà i Canals et al. (2007) and not to the more recent UNEP-SETAC guideline (Lehmann et al. 2015) . According to a mid-term review of the pilot phase of the PEF method development, the EU will release revised recommendations for the land use impact category by the end of 2016 (Lehmann et al. 2016) .
Another recent development within the field, although beyond the scope of this study, is the conversion of the biophysical CFs of , into monetary units, based on the economic value of ecosystem services, or the costs associated with a reduction in the provision of ecosystem services (Cao et al. 2015) . Economic valuation enables aggregation of different types of impacts and makes it easier for decision makers to interpret results, argued Cao et al. (2015) .
Several recently published studies assess land use impacts, using a variety of different methods (see, e.g., Taelman et al. 2016; Saikku et al. 2015; Allacker et al. 2014; Coelho and Michelsen 2014; Elshout et al. 2014; Mueller et al. 2014; Michelsen et al. 2014; Helin et al. 2014; Milà i Canals et al. 2013; and Mattila et al. 2012) . Three case studies use (at least partially) the proposed biome-level CFs: margarine production , biomass production for energy (Helin et al. 2014) , and forestry plantations . These studies stress the need for regionalized CFs applicable to finer spatial scales than the biome level (Helin et al. 2014; Milà i Canals et al. 2013) and CFs that differentiate between management regimes and production intensities (Helin et al. 2014; Michelsen et al. 2014; Milà i Canals et al. 2013) . Also, they stress that the methodology is in its infancy, with yet unproven utility in decision-making, and that results should be interpreted with caution (Helin et al. 2014; Michelsen et al. 2014; Milà i Canals et al. 2013) . Helin et al. (2014) and Milà i Canals et al. (2013) discuss different options for defining the reference situations, and Milà i call for more case studies to evaluate the limits and potential flaws of the proposed methodological framework.
This article aims to (1) evaluate the feasibility of assessing land use impacts on ecosystem services at the regional scale by testing the models proposed by on two case studies of animal protein production and (2) identify strengths and weaknesses of the ecosystem service indicators used in these models by evaluating the indicators in terms of selected qualities (representativeness, reliability, feasibility, and transparency). The purpose is to contribute to methodology development by identifying areas in need of further research.
Materials and methods
In order to evaluate the feasibility of assessing land use impacts on ecosystem services at the regional scale, county-level CFs were calculated and compared with published biome-level CFs, and reasons for observed differences were analyzed. Also, occupation impacts were calculated and interpreted, and reasons for differences between results at the two geographic scales (county and biome level), and between the two case studies, were analyzed. The case studies, as well as the methods used to calculate CFs and occupation impacts, are presented in Section 2.1.
In order to identify the strengths and weaknesses of the ecosystem service indicators used in the models proposed by , we developed and applied a framework for evaluation of selected quality characteristics. The framework is presented in Section 2.2.
Land use impact assessment in animal protein production

Case studies
Case studies of animal protein production in two Swedish counties were considered: dairy milk in Västra Götaland (VG-dairy) and pork in Östergötland (OG-pork), both located in the northern part of biome 4 (temperate broadleaf and mixed forests), based on the biogeographical classification system of Olson et al. (2001) (Fig. 1) .
The functional unit is 1 kg protein from dairy milk and pork, respectively. The system boundaries include land use for feed production but not land use associated with subsequent steps in the production chain. Land use requirements for feed production were based on a modified version of mainly local feed rations in Sasu-Boakye et al. (2014) , in which minor amounts of imported soymeal and dried beet pulp were substituted with locally sourced feed ingredients while maintaining the rations' nutritional values. The annual production of 1 kg protein in VG-dairy requires 41 m 2 of land, of which 40 % is grassland and 60 % cropland. The corresponding value for OG-pork is 58 m 2 , all of which is cropland. The grassland consists of grass and clover leys, typically in 5-year rotation (3 years of ley and 2 years of cereal), used for silage production and pasture. More information on feed rations and land use requirements is available in Electronic supplementary material S1. There is no land transformation in either case, based on the decision tree in Milà i , since all feed items are locally produced on nonexpanding agricultural land in Sweden. Hence, only occupation impacts are included. Impacts on biodiversity are not included.
Definition of reference situation
The UNEP-SETAC guideline requires a reference situation, i.e., a baseline to which the quality level of ecosystem services in the assessed land use situation can be compared . We defined the reference situation as the potential natural vegetation (PNV), which Bdescribes the expected state of mature vegetation in the absence of human intervention ). More specifically, we defined this as a point in history before the assessed land use was initiated, and determined the PNV as deciduous (broadleaf) forest in both VG and OG, based on records of the historic vegetation in Sweden (see Electronic supplementary material S2).
Calculation of county-level characterization factors
County-level CFs were calculated for five ecosystem services-climate regulation, freshwater regulation, freshwater purification, erosion prevention, and biotic production potential-using six ecosystem service indicators-carbon flow change (CFC), groundwater recharge (GWR), mechanical filtration capacity (MFC), physicochemical filtration capacity (PFC), soil loss (SL), and soil organic carbon (SOC) ( Table 1) . These ecosystem services and corresponding indicators were selected because they represent the full suite for which operational models consistent with the UNEP-SETAC guideline for land use impact assessment of ecosystem services, and ready-to-use CFs at the biome level, are available ). However, other ecosystem services may be equally or more important from an environmental and/or a policy perspective. Generally, CFs were calculated as the difference in quality between the reference and the assessed land use situations following (except for CFC, see Electronic supplementary material S7).
Since using the models cited in Table 1 involves interpreting and making subjective choices, the Electronic supplementary materials S5-14 provide a detailed description of how CFs were calculated and introduce the fundamental principles of land use impact assessment (S4).
The land use indicator value calculation (LANCA) model has been recommended for calculating CFs for GWR, MFC, PFC, and SL by . In LANCA, CFs for Table 1 Description and evaluation of the ecosystem service indicators used in this study, along with the main challenges in parameterizing the reference situations with representative data. These ecosystem services and corresponding indicators (except SL-RUSLE) were selected because they represent the full suite for which operational models consistent with the UNEP-SETAC guideline, and ready-to-use CFs at the biome level, are available (Renard et al. 1997) integrated into ArcGIS (see Electronic supplementary material S12). The main data sources are presented in Table 2 . All data used and additional information (number of data points, maximum and minimum values, as well as standard deviations for several of the main input parameters) are available in Electronic supplementary materials S5-14.
In parameterizing the reference situations with representative data (i.e., assigning data that represent conditions in the reference situations), we followed the approach of Milà i Canals et al. (2007) . Specifically, conditions in neighboring land areas in a natural or near-tonatural state were assumed to represent reference conditions at the studied locations in the absence of the assessed land uses. For more information, see Electronic supplementary materials S6-14.
We assessed the sensitivities to a selection of key input parameters used in calculating CFs for GWR and MFC (evapotranspiration and the distance from surface to groundwater). These analyses are presented and discussed in Section 4.2.
Calculation of occupation impacts
Following , occupation impacts per functional unit were calculated by multiplying CFs with inventory flows (Eq. 1), which consist of the time (T; in years) and area (A; in m 2 ) extensions of land use per functional unit.
Evaluating ecosystem service indicators
The linkages between ecosystem change and human wellbeing were assessed in MEA (2005) using a conceptual assessment framework developed by Alcamo et al. (2003) . This framework aims to assist in selecting appropriate indicators of ecosystem conditions, services, and drivers of change, and states that Bgood^ecosystem service indicators share some common characteristics, namely, representativeness, reliability, and feasibility (Alcamo et al. 2003) . We added transparency as a fourth characteristic and evaluated the ecosystem service indicators used in the case studies in order to identify their strengths and weaknesses. The evaluation targets the ecosystem service indicators (Table 1 ) on a conceptual level, not the CFs or the occupation impact results derived from these indicators. Since Alcamo et al. (2003) only give limited guidance on how the various qualities should be interpreted and evaluated in practice, we developed more detailed interpretations, described below. We acknowledge that alternative interpretations may exist. The evaluations and ratings are based on our experience and are hence subjective.
Representativeness
Representativeness was evaluated as the degree to which the indicator (1) covers Bthe most important aspects of ecosystems and their services,^ (2) is Ba sign of the degree to which an objective of an ecosystem service is met,^and 3) illustrates Btrends in ecosystems and their services over time, as well as differences between places^ (Alcamo et al. 2003) .
For part (1), we considered the relevance of the indicator on a conceptual level, in relation to the ecosystem service it is supposed to measure, i.e., to what degree the indicator is a representative indicator for the ecosystem service in question. We did not consider the assessment method or the data used. For part (2), we considered whether the indicator expresses the result in relation to a goal or threshold, thereby supporting an evaluation of the performance in relative terms. For part (3), we considered whether the indicator (on a conceptual level), and the individual input parameters that are required for calculating it, can capture differences in space and time. We did not consider availability or accessibility of data. An overall rating (low, medium, high) was assigned based on a qualitative aggregation of these three parts.
Reliability
Reliability was evaluated as the degree to which the indicator is (1) Bwell-founded,^(2) Baccurate,^and (3) Bmeasured in a standardized way using an established or peer-reviewed method and sound and consistent sampling procedures^ (Alcamo et al. 2003) .
For part (1), we considered the motivations (scientific basis) for choosing the indicator and its specific assessment method (both with regard to input parameters and data demand), as provided in the original publications, i.e., to what degree the original publications answer the question BWhy is this ecosystem service evaluated using this indicator, and why is this indicator assessed using these specific equation(s) and data?^. For part (2), we considered to what degree the indicator provides a true and precise representation of reality, considering the assessment method. For part (3), we considered the assessment method based on the information in the original publications, in relation to the assessed land use situation. We did not consider challenges associated with the definition and parameterization of the reference situation. An overall rating (low, medium, high) was assigned based on a qualitative aggregation of these three parts.
Feasibility
Feasibility was evaluated as the degree to which the indicator depends on Bdata that are readily available or obtainable at reasonable cost^ (Alcamo et al. 2003) . We evaluated the feasibility of each main input parameter separately and assigned an overall rating (low, medium, high) based on an aggregation of the ratings of the individual input parameters and the total data demand.
Transparency
Transparency was evaluated as the degree to which the indicator is easily interpretable and communicable to stakeholders lacking expert knowledge in LCA or associated scientific areas (our definition). An overall rating (low, medium, high) was assigned based on a qualitative evaluation of how easy or difficult it would be to explain what the indicator represents and what information it conveys to an external stakeholder. In this evaluation, we considered the indicator on a conceptual level. We did not consider the assessment method, the CFs, or the occupation impact results derived from the indicator.
Results
County-level CFs are presented in Section 3.1. Land use occupation impacts in the case studies are presented in Section 3.2. Results from the indicator evaluation are presented in Section 3.3.
Characterization factors
Here, we present the calculated CFs (Table 3 ) and analyze and explain the reasons for the observed differences between county-and biome-level CFs, between county-level CFs for cropland in VG and OG, and between county-level CFs for cropland and grassland in VG. For GWR, MFC, PFC, and SL, the observed differences between county-and biome-level CFs could not easily be explained; this is discussed further in Section 4.1. County-and biome-level CFs for CFC, MFC, SL, and SOC fall within the same order of magnitude, while CFs for GWR and PFC differ by up to one order of magnitude (Table 3) . County-level CFs are consistently lower than biome-level CFs, indicating lesser negative impacts or greater positive effects (i.e., ecosystem service improvements).
Comparing county-level CFs for cropland and grassland in VG for GWR, MFC, and PFC, the differences are entirely due to a higher degree of sealing in cropland than in grassland, i.e., less water can infiltrate cropland soils (due to compaction) and become available for purification and groundwater recharge.
Carbon flow change
Positive CFs represent a loss in the carbon sequestration potential of ecosystems. County-level CFs indicate lesser negative impacts than biome-level CFs (Table 3) due to lower carbon stocks in soil and vegetation in the reference situations in VG and OG than the stocks that Müller-Wenk and Brandão (2010) used for biome 4.
There is considerable difference between county-level CFs for cropland in VG and OG. CFs at both scales indicate a greater negative impact on cropland than on grassland, which is in line with the view that conversion of forest to cropland causes larger ecosystem carbon losses than conversion to grassland (Guo and Gifford 2002) .
Groundwater recharge
Positive CFs represent the amount of groundwater that is potentially not recharged annually, due to land occupation (ecosystem service impairment), while negative CFs represent the additional amount of water that is potentially recharged annually due to land occupation (ecosystem service improvement).
Biome-level CFs indicate greater negative impacts than county-level CFs (Table 3) . At the county level, the CF for cropland in OG is three times larger than in VG, due to a greater relative reduction in recharging capacity in OG.
The difference between county-level CFs for cropland in VG and OG is mainly due to that the difference in evapotranspiration levels between the reference and the assessed land use situation is larger in OG than in VG (precipitation levels do not contribute since they were kept fixed, see Electronic supplementary material S8). The influence of different choices in parameterizing the reference situations with evapotranspiration data is evaluated and further discussed in Section 4.2.2. reclassified the CFs for SOC calculated in Brandão and Milà i Canals (2013) to match the biome regions. However, the CF for cropland in biome 4 was incorrectly calculated in the reclassification. We corrected this mistake and calculated a new biome-level CF for long-term cultivated land with high input of manure and reduced tillage in biome 4 (Electronic supplementary material S13.2) j Brandão and Milà i Canals (2013) considered the influence of land use, farm management regimes, and organic matter input in the calculation of biomelevel CFs for SOC. However, the impact of management regimes on SOC was mistakenly omitted in the calculation of biome-level CFs for managed grasslands. We corrected this mistake and calculated a new biome-level CF for improved grassland with medium input of manure in biome 4 (Electronic supplementary material S13.
2)
The CF for grassland in VG indicates an ecosystem service improvement compared to the reference situation. This is because evapotranspiration is lower in the assessed land use situation than in the reference situation (Table S8 , Electronic supplementary material S8.1); hence, more water becomes available for groundwater recharge, ceteris paribus.
Mechanical filtration capacity
Positive CFs represent the amount of water that is potentially not mechanically filtrated, due to land occupation (an ecosystem service impairment). All CFs are positive, but countylevel CFs indicate lesser negative impacts than biome-level CFs (Table 3) .
County-level CFs for cropland indicate a greater negative impact in VG than in OG, due to more sandy-and hence more permeable-cropland soils in VG (Table S11 , Electronic supplementary material S9.1) (further discussed in Section 4.3). The CF for grassland in VG indicates no impact, compared to the reference situation. This is because it was assumed that the soil texture remains fixed over time, and because both grasslands and woodlands are considered equally capable of infiltrating water in LANCA (Table S29 , Electronic supplementary material S14).
Physicochemical filtration capacity
Positive biome-level CFs represent the moles of cation charges that are potentially lost, due to land occupation (ecosystem service impairment), while negative county-level CFs represent the moles of additional cation charges that are potentially fixed due to land occupation (ecosystem service improvement). County-and biome-level CFs differ both in sign and order of magnitude (Table 3) . County-level CFs are negative due to the use of CEC eff data that most probably underestimate reference conditions, caused by challenges in finding suitable land areas from which to derive representative data, further discussed in Section 4.2.2.
County-level CFs indicate a more positive effect on cropland in OG, than in VG, due to more clayey cropland soils in OG (associated with a higher CEC eff ) in combination with almost similar quality levels in the respective reference situations. Thus, cropland use in OG is associated with a relatively greater increase in the capacity of the soil to physicochemically purify water. However, this result should be interpreted with caution considering that reference conditions are probably underestimated (see Section 4.2.2).
Soil loss
Positive CFs indicate the additional mass of soil potentially eroded, due to land occupation (ecosystem service impairment). All CFs are positive (Table 3) , but the magnitudes are different across the three sets of CFs, and decrease as the spatial resolution increases. The CF for cropland in VG calculated with LANCA (SL-LANCA) indicates an annual soil loss of 7 tonnes ha −1 (compared to the reference situation), while the corresponding value calculated with RUSLE (SL-RUSLE) indicates an annual soil loss of only 0.07 tonnes ha −1 (Table 3) . This difference is mainly due to RUSLE taking reduced tillage into account (which LANCA does not). These results can be compared with modeled annual erosion rates of 0-2 tonnes ha −1 for arable land in VG, based on RUSLE (JRC 2012), and measured annual erosion rates of 0-2 tonnes ha −1 for arable land in Sweden (Cerdan et al. 2010 ). When we considered a mix of tillage systems, the CFs calculated with RUSLE increased by a factor of 10, making them comparable to the results from JRC (2012) and Cerdan et al. (2010) . County-level CFs calculated with RUSLE indicate a greater negative impact on cropland in VG than in OG, mainly due to a higher precipitation rate in VG (Table S9 , Electronic supplementary material S8.1). County-level CFs calculated with LANCA do not capture these relatively small, but significant, regional differences in precipitation.
County-level CFs for grassland are considerably lower than for cropland, indicating lower soil erosion for roughage fodder crops than for annual feed grains. This is expected since grasslands provide a more complete vegetation cover over the year than cropland.
Soil organic carbon
Negative CFs indicate an increase in the potential capacity of ecosystems to support biomass production, due to larger SOC stocks in the assessed land use situations than the reference situations (Table 3) . County-level CFs indicate a greater positive effect on cropland in VG than in OG, due to an average 0.5-1 percentage points higher content of organic matter in soils on dairy farms than on arable and pig farms, mainly due to grass cultivation on dairy farms (Eriksson et al. 2010) . Trends in Danish agricultural soils over a period of 10-12 years have shown similar results: SOC stocks increased on dairy farms and decreased on arable and pig farms (Heidmann et al. 2002) .
County-level CFs indicate greater positive effects than biome-level CFs, but these positive effects are probably exaggerated, due to challenges in finding suitable land areas from which to derive representative data (see Section 4.2.2).
Improved biotic production potentials, as suggested by the CFs for SOC, contradict research showing that conversion of natural lands into agricultural land has resulted in significant losses of SOC globally (Wei et al. 2014; Yang et al. 2003) . One explanation is that we considered cropland with a high input of manure. At the biome level, this is also due to that Brandão and Milà i Canals (2013) probably exaggerated the benefits of reduced tillage on SOC stocks (see Section 4.3).
Occupation impacts
Here, we present land use occupation impact results (Fig. 2) and analyze the reasons for the differences between results at the two geographic scales (county and biome level) and between the two production cases (VG-dairy and OG-pork).
Occupation impacts calculated with CFs at the two geographic scales, and for the two production cases, differ both in absolute numbers, and-for two indicators of water purification (MFC and PFC)-in the ranking of cases, i.e., results flip across scales and cases (Fig. 2) .
Occupation impacts at both scales calculated with CFs for CFC, GWR, SL, and SOC are consistent in ranking the cases. Results for CFC, GWR, and SL show that OG-pork has greater negative impacts per unit protein than VG-dairy, for both sets of CFs. This is because (1) VG-dairy is a more areaefficient form of protein production than OG-pork, (2) 40 % of the land use in VG-dairy consists of grassland, and (3) grass production is less damaging, or more beneficial, than crop production, as indicated by the CFs for CFC, GWR, and SL (Table 3) .
For MFC and PFC, occupation impacts calculated with the two sets of CFs are inconsistent. For MFC, results at the biome level indicate that VG-dairy is associated with a lesser negative impact than OG-pork, while results at the county level indicate the opposite, despite that VG-dairy requires less land than OG-pork (Section 2.1.1) and no impact is attributed to grassland (Table 3) . These county-level results are due to a greater negative impact associated with cropland in VG than in OG (Table 3) , which outweighs the lower use of cropland in VG. For PFC, occupation impact results are inconsistent across scales and cases primarily because biome-level CFs are positive, while county-level CFs are negative (Section 3.1.4).
Only one indicator (SOC) consistently shows that OG-pork is more beneficial than VG-dairy, at both scales, despite higher content of organic matter in soils on dairy farms (Section 3.1.6). Recalling that occupation impacts are the product of CFs and inventory flows (Section 2.1.4), this somewhat counterintuitive result is mainly due to OG-pork requiring more land per unit protein, i.e., the (relatively smaller) positive effect of higher content of organic matter on dairy farms is outweighed by more land use in OG-pork.
Occupation impacts for SL calculated with RUSLE yield the same ranking of the two cases as LANCA but with much smaller values (Electronic supplementary material S12).
Considering the results for SL and SOC, Fig. 2 suggests that the assessed land use situations simultaneously cause soil loss and increased biotic production potential relative to the reference situations (at both scales). This is inconsistent with research showing that soil erosion is associated with a loss in SOC stocks, hence a loss in the potential capacity of ecosystems to support biomass production (Yang et al. 2003 ). These Fig. 2 Occupation impacts on ecosystem services due to production of 1 kg protein from dairy milk in the county of Västra Götaland, Sweden (VG-dairy), and from pork in the county of Östergötland, Sweden (OGpork). The reference situation is the potential natural vegetation, defined as deciduous (broadleaf) forest. Occupation impacts are calculated with (1) county-level characterization factors (CFs) developed in this study and (2) biome-level CFs for biome 4 (temperate broadleaf and mixed forests) from (see Table 3 ). CFC carbon flow change, GWR groundwater recharge, MFC mechanical filtration capacity, PFC physicochemical filtration capacity, SL soil loss, SOC soil organic carbon. Occupation impacts for SL shown here were calculated using LANCA inconsistent results stem from considering cropland with a high input of manure in combination with, at the county level, probably underestimated reference SOC stocks (see Section 4.2.2) and, at the biome level, a probably exaggerated benefit of reduced tillage on SOC stocks in the assessed land use situations (Section 3.1.6).
Taken together, occupation impacts at both geographic scales indicate positive effects-or lower negative impactsin protein production from dairy milk compared to pork, due to grass production on dairy farms, and lower use of land per unit protein. However, some of the observed benefits (for PFC and SOC) may be exaggerated due to challenges in adequately representing the reference situations.
Evaluation of ecosystem service indicators
Representativeness
All indicators were assigned medium degrees of representativeness (Table 1) ; all are relevant indicators (on a conceptual level), but none is Ba sign of the degree to which an objective of an ecosystem service is met^(Section 2.2.1), i.e., relates the result to a goal or a threshold, thereby supporting an evaluation of the performance in relative terms. Relating conditions to a goal or a threshold is important due to varying environmental conditions and sensitivities, and because a certain level of impact may cause large damage in one region and less damage in another. The construction of impact indicators from ecosystem service indicators, i.e., the calculation of CFs, aims to fulfill this criterion, but challenges associated with setting a relevant baseline (i.e., a reference situation) potentially undermine the relevance of the CFs.
All indicators are (fully or partially) capable of capturing Btrends in ecosystems and their services over time, as well as differences between places.^For example, CFC only partially captures spatiotemporal differences, due to the assumption in Müller-Wenk and Brandão (2010) that land use management is carbon neutral, which prevents different forms of land management from being distinguished in this regard.
Reliability
Most indicators were assigned low reliability scores, except SOC and SL-RUSLE (Table 1) . In order for ecosystem service indicators to be successfully adopted, it is important that users (in this case LCA practitioners) understand why the indicators are chosen, and why they are assessed as they are. For GWR, MFC, PFC, and SL, refer to Saad et al. (2013) , who adopted an existing model, LANCA, described in Beck et al. (2010) , and developed based on Baitz (2002) . The scientific basis for adopting these indicators could not be established by reviewing these publications. On the other hand, Brandão and Milà i Canals (2013) convincingly argue that SOC is a relevant indicator for biotic production potential, as do Renard et al. (1997) for soil loss calculated with RUSLE. Therefore, only SOC and SL-RUSLE were found to be wellfounded.
With regard to accuracy, LANCA assesses SL less accurately than RUSLE, since the former is based on a simplified version of USLE that uses coarse data to represent large regions (Section 2.1.3). Also, the simplified version of GWR that we used (Electronic supplementary material S8) has a low degree of accuracy since it does not take into account the available field capacity, influence by the soil texture. Further, the accuracy of MFC is uncertain, as discussed in Section 4.2.1.
With regard to standardization, Renard et al. (1997) and Brandão and Milà i Canals (2013) describe in sufficient detail how SL-RUSLE and SOC should be assessed (what data to use, etc.). In contrast, the original publications for MFC, PFC, and SL-LANCA (Table 1) do not state what soil depth to derive soil data from, which is a serious shortcoming.
Feasibility
Most indicators were assigned medium (CFC, GWR, MFC, and PFC) or high (SL-LANCA, SOC) degrees of feasibility, except SL-RUSLE (low degree; Table 1 ). The reason is that RUSLE requires large amounts of data that are not always readily available or obtainable at reasonable cost (time, effort). For example, rainfall runoff erosivity requires data on rainfall intensity and temperature with a high level of spatiotemporal resolution (data records at 15 min intervals over a period of 20 years). These data are seldom available, and when they are, they are very resource-intensive to process. The feasibility scores can be interpreted as an indication of the time required by LCA practitioners to calculate new CFs in LCA studies.
The medium to high feasibility is partly a consequence of performing this case study in Sweden. The Swedish Environmental Protection Agency's national environmental monitoring program has time series for some environmental variables that are among the longest in the world (SEPA 2014a). The Swedish forest biomass has for example been regularly monitored since 1923 (Fridman et al. 2014) . Despite the relatively favorable situation, data that represent the reference situation are nevertheless limited: 14 and 18 soil samples may not be sufficient for deriving representative averages, as done for CEC eff in the reference situations in OG and VG, respectively (Table S12, Electronic supplementary material S10.1).
Finding data that are both representative of the situations under study, and at the required resolution, is one of the main challenges in developing regionalized CFs. However, gradually, data availability increases, whether it is measured, remotely sensed, modeled, or open source with multiple spatial and temporal resolutions (such as Hijmans et al. 2005 , Jarvis et al. 2008 , and Shangguan et al. 2014 . While this development is beneficial, it introduces another challenge when it comes to combining data from different sources: datasets with similar resolutions can display significant variations in values associated with different methods to derive data (Herold et al. 2006; Verburg et al. 2011) . It is important to ensure consistency when using data from different sources and to communicate the uncertainties that may arise from any inconsistencies.
Transparency
Most indicators were assigned medium (PFC) or high (GWR, MFC, SL-LANCA, SL-RUSLE, and SOC) degrees of transparency, i.e., the indicators are considered communicable to stakeholders and fairly easily interpretable (Table 1 ). This is because water volume, soil mass, and SOC are quantities to which most stakeholders can intuitively relate. PFC has been assigned a medium degree of transparency because the CEC eff concept is less well known. Only one indicator, CFC, has been assigned a low degree of transparency, because the concept of a duration time of carbon in the atmosphere, in relation to fossil-combustion-equivalent carbon, requires some level of expertise to comprehend.
Discussion
Here, we discuss challenges in comparing county-and biomelevel CFs (Section 4.1), challenges in setting the reference situations and whether an alternative reference situation would be more informative (Section 4.2), and results from the indicator evaluation and associated uncertainties (Section 4.3).
Challenges in comparing county-and biome-level CFs
In Section 3.1, we analyzed the reasons for the observed differences between county-and biome-level CFs for CFC and SOC. However, for CFs calculated with LANCA (GWR, MFC, PFC, and SL), sufficient information was not available in Saad et al. (2013) to support a similar analysis and could not be obtained (Saad, 2014, personal communication) . For example, we were unable to determine how the reference situations had been parameterized with regard to data on CEC eff , precipitation, and evapotranspiration and whether soil textures were the same in the reference as in the assessed land use situations. Possible reasons for the observed differences are discussed below.
Biome-level CFs for MFC and PFC were calculated with soil data from the top 30 cm of the soil (Saad, 2014, personal communication) , which we were not able to match, due to limited data availability (Electronic supplementary materials S09-10). Thus, different soil depths from which soil data were derived may explain some of the observed differences for CFs for MFC and PFC. The literature (Table 1) provides very limited guidance on this matter, even though many soil properties vary with depth. For GWR, MFC, and PFC, no recommended soil depth is even stated , limiting the opportunity to develop new CFs in a consistent manner.
The LANCA model is not available (Bos, 2014, personal communication) , and the tailor-made version of the LANCA model that we developed based on the methodology report (Beck et al. 2010) may not sufficiently resemble the original model and thus cause some of the observed differences between county-and biome-level CFs. To support LCA practitioners who wish to use the proposed methodology to develop new CFs, this model needs to be made available.
Finally, some of the observed differences are likely due to different geographical scales of data extraction: averages from biome 4 may better represent conditions in the central parts of the biome than in the northern outskirts (Fig. S1 , Electronic supplementary material S3).
Setting the reference situation
The UNEP-SETAC guideline requires the definition of a reference situation, i.e., a baseline to which the quality of ecosystem services in the assessed land use situation can be compared. It was defined here as the PNV and represented by deciduous (broadleaf) forest (Section 2.1.2). The reference situation needs to be assigned representative data, but the guideline lacks information regarding how this should be done in practice-from where and how to obtain representative data and how to handle data gaps. Here, we discuss challenges related to the definition (Section 4.2.1) and parameterization (Section 4.2.2) of the reference situation, and whether an alternative reference situation could be more informative (Section 4.2.3).
Challenges in defining the reference situation
The definition of the reference situation involves subjective choices, which the guideline acknowledges . For example, it involves an assumption about time: is the PNV considered to represent conditions before the land was taken into use (if so, how long ago?); conditions that would develop in the future if the assessed land use ceased (at what point in the future?); or conditions that would exist at present if the assessed (or any other) land use had never been initiated?
As an example of how subjective choices can influence results, consider hydrological conditions. New cropland has historically been created in Sweden by clearing forests, lowering water tables in lakes, and draining wetlands. Considerable efforts were made to create new arable land, primarily during the first half of the twentieth century. According to one estimate, one sixth of the tilled farmland in Sweden was situated on former lakes and wetlands in 1950 (Hägerstrand and Lohm 1990) . In addition to creating new cropland from lakes and wetlands, existing cropland prone to waterlogging was drained to improve yields. Approximately 55 % of Swedish cropland had installed drainage systems in 2010 (Larsson et al. 2013) .
A related parameter is the distance from surface to groundwater, required in the calculation of CFs for GWR and MFC. In reality, this distance depends on, e.g., the topology of the landscape, climatic conditions, and drainage. Saad et al. (2013) used a globally fixed value of 3 m (based on a study from Ontario, Canada; Stone and Myslik 2007) but acknowledged that this was associated with high uncertainty. We determined 2 m as a more accurate estimate for Sweden and applied this to both the reference and the assessed land use situations, due to lack of more precise information on hydrological conditions in historic times (Electronic supplementary material S9.1).
However, considering the historic large-scale drainage of cropland and wetlands in Sweden, it would have been equally valid to assume a shallower water table level in the reference situation. We evaluated the consequences of adopting an alternative definition of the reference situation on the CFs for MFC. When the effects of drainage were taken into account, the CFs for MFC increased (in absolute terms) by more than one order of magnitude and changed from positive to negative values, indicating an ecosystem service improvement instead of an impairment (Table S31 , Electronic supplementary material S16). The reason is that drainage makes more (drained) soil available for mechanical filtration.
With regard to this alternative outcome, we identify two main problems: (1) the definition of the reference situation is a critical, yet subjective, part of deriving CFs, with serious implications for comparability between CFs derived by different LCA practitioners; and (2) the idea that Bdrainage benefits the water purification potential of the soil^(as suggested by this result) may not be correct, since drainage also increases the flow rate of water through the soil-which may counteract the increased availability of drained soil. Research has linked increased drainage of cropland in North America to increased leakage of nitrate and other soluble contaminants from agricultural lands (Blann et al. 2009 )-which may be a sign of reduced water purification potential, although it is difficult to separate the effects from different agricultural management practices that are often applied in tandem (such as drainage and increased use of synthetic inputs). Thus, the definition of the reference situation and the associated assumptions-on which CFs depend-must be clearly communicated. Also, the validity of the assessment method for MFC should be further evaluated in light of new research (see Section 4.3).
Challenges in parameterization
Milà i Canals et al. (2007) recommended a parameterization approach based on interpolating data from neighboring grid cells that are representative of the selected reference situation. This can be challenging, not only since LCA practitioners may lack the required expertise in soil and geosciences to be able to identify such representative grid cells (i.e., land areas), but also since neighboring land areas that are representative of the reference situation may not exist, or the associated data may not be available. Also, using data from one region to represent conditions elsewhere is problematic considering varying pedoclimatic conditions. The main challenges encountered in parameterizing the reference situations with representative data are listed in Table 1 . Two examples are discussed in more detail below.
County-level CFs for PFC indicate that agricultural production in VG and OG is associated with an improvement in the water purification potential of the soil, relative to the reference situation (Table 3 ). This contradicts the global trend of decreasing capacity of ecosystems to purify water (MEA 2005) . A well-managed cropland can have a higher CEC eff than the same land in an unmanaged state since inputs of manure and lime raise the organic matter content and the pH of the soil, and consequently the CEC eff , but our CFs most probably exaggerate the benefits of the assessed land uses due to challenges in finding suitable land areas from which to derive representative data. We parameterized the reference situations with measured CEC eff data from soils in forests with both coniferous and deciduous trees (Electronic supplementary material S6.1). This approach resulted in 3-4 times lower levels of CEC eff in the reference situations than in the assessed land use situations (Table S12 , Electronic supplementary material S10.1). Forest soils generally have a coarser soil texture (less clay) than many cropland soils, which partly explains why these land areas have not been converted to arable land, or been abandoned. Approximately 20 % of the land in OG and VG is used as arable land (Statistics Sweden Database 2015) , and this fraction probably has above-average soil qualities (in terms of fertility, texture, slope, etc.). Hence, it is problematic to use CEC eff data even from nearby forest areas to represent conditions in the reference situation, without accounting for differences in, e.g., soil texture and organic matter content. Thus, our approach to parameterizing the reference situations probably underestimates the reference CEC eff , resulting in exaggerated benefits of the assessed land uses. The same reasoning applies to CFs for SOC and CFC in terms of SOC stocks.
Finding suitable land areas from which to derive representative data is especially troublesome in regions with a long history of human influence. Agriculture has influenced land for almost 6000 years in southern Sweden, and archeological excavations have found that land use has varied considerably throughout history (Pettersson 1999) . Swedish agricultural statistics cover approximately 200 years and are considered to be of high quality, but land use data for the late nineteenth century are nevertheless uncertain (SBA 2005) .
Also illustrating the difficulty in finding suitable land areas that represent the reference situation is the fact that almost all forests in southern Sweden are managed, and less than 2 % are classified as native (SEPA 2014b) . Managed forests are usually planted with single species, typically spruce in southern Sweden. Coniferous trees, such as spruce, reduce the soil pH and hence the CEC eff compared to the expected Bnaturalŝ tate. Managed forests are thus not fully representative of the PNV. In our parameterization approach, only 14 and 18 soil samples from OG and VG, respectively, were available to determine the reference CEC eff level (Table S12 , Electronic supplementary material S10.1).
Parameterizing the reference situation with evapotranspiration data poses another challenge. We used evapotranspiration data from forested land areas in the respective regions (Electronic supplementary material S6.2). However, other parameterization approaches could have been used. We tested alternative approaches and evaluated the effects on cropland CFs for GWR in VG and OG (Table S32 , Electronic supplementary material S16). Alternative 1 (using evapotranspiration data from areas with arable land) corresponds to the assumption that evapotranspiration remains fixed between the reference and the assessed land use situations. Alternative 2 (using county-average evapotranspiration data) corresponds to the situation that land use specific data are not available. Alternative 3 (using CFs from Table 3 ) corresponds with the view that evapotranspiration is higher if an area is forested than if the same area only has partial surface cover vegetation. In alternative 1, VG-dairy is associated with a greater negative impact than OG-pork, whereas in alternatives 2 and 3, the opposite is true. Thus, by using different parameterization approaches, different results and conclusions are reached.
Would an alternative reference situation be more informative?
We have discussed some challenges in setting the reference situation based on the PNV concept (Sections 4.2.1-4.2.2). The use of PNV as a basis for defining the reference situation is problematic since it implicitly relies on a theoretical idea about stable natural ecosystem Bend-states,^when natural ecosystems in reality are dynamic and subject to changing biophysical factors and events such as storms, fires, and insect outbreaks. The yearly changes in forest carbon stocks in Canadian managed forests are illustrative in this regard (Fig. 3) . As can be seen, harvest removal is the most constant flux. A decline in living biomass (year 2000) and increase in dead biomass was largely due to fires in 1995 and 1998, and an insect outbreak the same year. Chiarucci et al. (2010) discuss the problem of scarce longterm datasets and benchmarks of species composition in pristine vegetation in Europe and argue that PNV characterization that uses data for existing mature vegetation ignores the fact that vegetation is dynamic and continuously changes into nonanalogue assemblages of species. PNV is therefore considered impossible to model due to methodological problems related to ecosystem dynamics. If the PNV cannot be defined or parameterized in satisfactory ways, or is not relevant as a basis for defining reference situations, other ways to support land use impact assessment need to be found. Udo de Haes and Lindeijer (2002) discuss different alternatives and suggest that the current renaturalization potential of the land is the most consistent choice, i.e., the end-state that would emerge if the current land use ceased and conditions evolved in the absence of human influence. Another possible reference situation discussed by Udo de Haes and Lindeijer is that which existed before humans started to significantly influence ecosystems and biogeochemical cycles. Milà i Canals et al. (2007) proposed the use of a Bdynamic reference situation^in order to account for changing conditions in the real world. They stress that this reference situation should represent the nonuse of the area and be defined consistently with the goals of the study. In some instances, it may be useful to abandon the reference situation altogether and directly attribute absolute impacts to the assessed land use situation (see, e.g., Cherubini et al. 2011; Bright et al. 2012; Guest et al. 2013) . Soimakallio et al. (2015) reviewed the use of reference situations in attributional LCA studies and found that a majority did not use a reference situation, although land use was considered highly relevant for a majority of the reviewed studies.
To conclude, the choice of a reference situation is a critical step since it can strongly influence the results and conclusions of the study (cf. system boundaries). At the same time, the choice is not straightforward and may vary from case to case. A continued discussion on different alternatives, aiming at a more harmonized view on the choice of reference situation and more guidance on its parameterization, should benefit LCA practitioners who wish to assess land use impacts, as well as enhance the potentials for cross-study comparisons.
Indicator evaluation and uncertainties
Here, we discuss the results from the indicator evaluation and associated uncertainties.
Sources of uncertainty in this study are as follows: (1) spatial and temporal variability and uncertainty in input parameters, (2) uncertainty related to models and indicators, and (3) uncertainty related to choices.
Spatial and temporal variability in input parameters is caused by natural variations in the real world. County-level CFs are probably associated with lower variability and hence are more accurate than biome-level CFs, due to lower spatial and temporal variability in geographically smaller regions. Uncertainty in input parameters is caused by, e.g., imprecise measurements and extrapolation methods used to generate missing data. For example, we estimated SOC stocks in the upper 1 m of the soil based on measured data in the upper 20 cm of the soil, using an extrapolation method developed in another region (Electronic supplementary material S13). Using an extrapolation method to generate missing data introduces uncertainty, and the fact that this method was not specifically developed for use in our studied regions adds to the uncertainty.
Maximum and minimum values, as well as standard deviations, indicate the uncertainties associated with several of the main input parameters (Electronic supplementary materials S5-14). Since we were not able to determine uncertainty distributions for all input parameters, we could not perform a fullscale, quantitative, uncertainty analysis including multiple parameters (e.g., Monte Carlo simulation). However, we assessed the sensitivities to a selection of key input parameters used in calculating CFs for GWR and MFC (Section 4.2).
More significant, and possibly overshadowing the uncertainties associated with input parameters, are the uncertainties related to models, indicators, and choices. The sensitivity analyses in Section 4.2 showed that alternative choices can significantly influence outcomes and result in different conclusions. One approach to reduce these uncertainties is through standardization (Huijbregts 1998) . A more standardized framework for land use impact assessment, aimed at minimizing subjective choice, could reduce choice-induced uncertainties and facilitate cross-study comparisons.
The indicator evaluation revealed strengths and weaknesses of the indicators proposed by UNEP-SETAC (Section 3.3). Uncertainties related to models can be reduced by addressing these weaknesses. Reliability can, e.g., be increased by validating models against the real world, more clearly motivating the selection of indicators, and updating models in response to new knowledge. For example, in the model by Brandão and Milà i Canals (2013) , it is assumed that reduced till and no-till increase SOC stocks in cropland by 8 and 15 %, respectively, compared to full tillage. However, new research suggests that the increase in SOC in the top soil from reduced till is merely a redistribution of the carbon in the soil profile (Powlson et al. 2014) . This implies that biomelevel CFs for SOC may exaggerate the benefits of the assessed land uses. While reliability and representativeness are connected, there is a trade-off between reliability and representativeness on the one hand, and biogeographic resolution-related to feasibility-on the other. Increasing the biogeographic resolution (i.e., the level of regionalization) may increase accuracy but at the cost of increased data demand, as illustrated by a comparison between rates of soil loss estimated with LANCA and RUSLE (Section 3.1.5): erosion rates estimated with the more accurate model operating on a finer spatial scale (RUSLE) more closely matched modeled and measured erosion rates from the literature. However, due to the low feasibility of using RUSLE, a simplified version (such as LANCA) is probably needed to enable application in LCA.
The conversion of ecosystem service indicators into impact indicators (i.e., CFs) increases representativeness but reduces transparency. Transparency is reduced since CFs are counterintuitive in the sense that positive CFs represent negative impacts, and negative CFs represent positive effects. Although this is in line with the general principles of LCA, clear communication of the interpretations is essential. Results concerning impacts on ecosystem services may be more prone to misinterpretations than the traditional LCA impact categories (e.g., climate change or ecotoxicity), since the traditional LCA impact categories intuitively have negative connotations, while ecosystem services intuitively have positive connotations.
The fact that CFs only indicate changes in quality, and do not inform about the actual levels of quality, is another reason CFs can be challenging to interpret. For example, county-level CFs for GWR indicate that cropland use is associated with a greater negative impact in OG, than in VG, due to a greater relative reduction in recharging capacity in OG, than in VG (Section 3.1.2). The capacity of croplands to recharge groundwater was reduced by 15 % in OG, compared to only 3 % in VG. However, in absolute terms, the recharging capacity is greater in VG in the reference as well as in the assessed land use situations. A similar Bphenomenon^was observed with county-level CFs for MFC (Section 3.1.3), where cropland ecosystems were assigned a greater negative impact in VG than in OG, despite cropland soils in VG being more sandy and less clayey and therefore more permeable (which is beneficial for the filtration capacity) than in OG. The assessment of some CFs implies that a higher initial state of quality leads to a greater relative reduction, i.e., greater negative impact.
Since the CFs do not inform about the actual levels of quality and do not take into account that impacts are condition-dependent (due to varying environmental sensitivities), and that thresholds may exist, wrong conclusions may be drawn concerning impacts-and risks-associated with the assessed land uses. For example, if land use situation A is attributed a greater negative impact on a specific ecosystem service than land use situation B, and, at the same time, land use situation A has a relatively greater capacity to support this ecosystem service than land use situation B (Fig. 4) , land use situation B may still be more damaging-and pose a greater risk-than land use situation A, due to the lower support capacity of land use situation B. This would need to be clearly communicated.
For some ecosystem services, context conditions and threshold values are important, and it would be useful to relate CFs to these. For example, Pfister et al. (2009) describe an approach that captures local context conditions in an assessment of the impacts of water consumption in cotton production, by considering location-specific freshwater availability and use patterns.
Conclusions and recommendations
At the biome level, occupation impact results suggest that protein production from dairy milk is associated with lesser negative impacts or greater positive effects, i.e., ecosystem service improvements, compared to protein production from pork, as measured by five of six ecosystem service indicators, due in part to the positive effects of grass production on dairy farms and in part to the lower use of land per unit protein in milk production.
At the county level, occupation impact results are more mixed; VG-dairy scores better than OG-pork for CFC, GWR, and SL, while OG-pork scores better than VG-dairy for MFC, PFC, and SOC. Although OG-pork scores better than VG-dairy as measured by MFC, PFC, and SOC, VGdairy is nevertheless associated with positive effects for two of these (PFC and SOC), but these positive effects may be exaggerated, due to, most likely, underestimated reference soil qualities. Due to existing uncertainties caused by challenges in applying the methods, and the use of indicators with identified weaknesses, results should be interpreted with caution, and foremost be used to support further methodological developments. The two most challenging parts of developing regionalized CFs were (1) to find suitable land areas from which to derive representative data to parameterize the reference situations, since areas that resemble the PNV are limited in Sweden, and (2) to cope with lack of support in applying the methods to develop regionalized CFs. Sensitivity analyses showed that alternative definitions and parameterizations of the reference situation can significantly influence outcomes and result in different conclusions (cf. system boundaries). More research is needed to clarify how the reference situation should be defined in relation to the goal and scope of the study.
Effective assessments of land use impacts on ecosystem services require the use of appropriate indicators. We identified strengths and weaknesses of the ecosystem services indicators tested here. Most were assigned medium or high degrees of representativeness, feasibility, and transparency. However, several indicators (CFC, GWR, MFC, PFC, and SL-LANCA) were assigned low degrees of reliability due to a weak scientific basis for indicator selection: low degrees of accuracy and insufficient detail regarding indicator assessment (e.g., from what soil depth to derive data). Uncertainties associated with models can be reduced by addressing these weaknesses. Reliability can, e.g., be increased by validating models against the real world, more clearly motivating the selection of indicators, and updating models in response to new knowledge.
The literature on ecosystem services contains a huge variety of indicators that have been proposed for measuring various aspects of ecosystem goods, services, processes, structures, and functions (see, e.g., Feld et al. 2009; Egoh et al. 2012; Crossman et al. 2013) . We recommend that a wide set of potential indicators be considered carefully, based on the relevant quality characteristics. To make land use impact assessments more comprehensive, additional important ecosystem services, e.g., detoxification of hazardous substances, pollination, and cultural values, should also be considered for inclusion. Also, we recommend that alternative approaches to parameterizing the reference situations be considered, in order to potentially resolve some of the challenges identified here. For example, instead of identifying and extrapolating data from neighboring grid cells that are considered representative, reference conditions could be modeled or estimated based on conditions in the assessed land use situation.
We want to highlight the importance of assessing impacts on ecosystem services at appropriate scales, determined based on the goals and scope of the study, the characteristic spatial and temporal scales of the ecosystem services, scales at which decisions that influence the ecosystem services are applied, and scales at which data are available (see Alcamo et al. 2003) . The county level (as used here) is an appropriate scale from a policy, governance, and data availability point of view but may not be the most appropriate scale from an environmental point of view. More research is needed in order to determine at what scales different ecosystem services are most appropriately assessed and how these scales can be used in LCA of land-based products. Also, more research is needed to develop more informative CFs that take into account local variations in sensitivity as well as potential thresholds.
Including the potential impacts on ecosystem services (and biodiversity) in LCA studies of biobased products is important, but several challenges need to be addressed before results can be presented and used with confidence. In particular, the circumstances under which land use impact assessments can yield valuable insights must be clarified-including at what scales-cf. the discussion on the role of LCA in decisionmaking (see for example Plevin et al. 2014 and Brandão et al. 2014) . It is also important to ensure traceability along supply chains, since many products incorporate raw materials derived from multiple locations around the globe.
Further, in recognition of the inherent uncertainties and limitations associated with LCA, researchers who wish to support decision-making should also take advantage of other available tools. Indeed, most studies that assess ecosystem services use non-LCA methods (see, e.g., the reviews by Andrew et al. 2015 and Crossman et al. 2013) . One commonly used tool is the InVEST model for integrated valuation of ecosystem services and trade-offs (Sharp et al. 2015) . It can also be valuable to apply a landscape, rather than a product, perspective when assessing land use impacts on ecosystem services. Landscape management of ecosystem services (including, e.g., the provision of food) needs to consider social, economic, and environmental aspects, including synergies and trade-offs in situations where there are conflicting objectives. Knowledge and information from a broad range of stakeholders and from a multitude of scientific disciplines are needed to inform such management as well as to guide development of policy.
